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"What's it like to be

A MANUFACTURING ENGINEER? AT IBM?"

Four years ago, Yale senior Lee Bror asked himself this question. Today, as a Product Control Engineer in IBM Manufacturing Engineering, Lee reviews his experiences and gives some pointers that may be helpful to you in taking the first, most important step in your engineering career.

It's tough," Lee sympathizes. "For a college senior to feel confident about choosing a job and commitment is difficult. You're only a few years old to be critical and delib-

ern about the future. When you're first faced with the biggest decision of all, he has only a few months in which to attend job interviews and separate the facts from the propaganda, and select a company—out of hundreds of choices, it can be very confusing and nerve-wracking at the same time.

Lee, with a B.S. in Industrial Ad-

ministration, came to IBM in 1953. Starting as a Technical Engineer in Production Control, he was immedi-

ately assigned to the General Manu-

facturing Education program—a

11/2-year course with rotating as-

signments in all areas of the work — manufacturing, purchasing, produc-

tion. In addition to four weeks of formal classroom study, he also spent two in the Boston Sales Office, calling on accounts with the IBM salesman.

Lee's career was temporarily inter-

rupted by a two-year hitch with the Air Force in Korea. Back at IBM in 1955, he has since been pro-

vided with a Production Control Engi-

ner. His present job is to design paperwork systems to ensure smooth flow of work about how the famous IBM electronic computers are manufactured. "It takes resolve, engineering ability to 'sell' a sys-

stem to higher management and make

the pitch," says Lee.

How to select an employer

To the college senior faced with a job decision, Lee has this to say:

"Pick your employer by this simple test: 'Is the company expanding fast enough to provide adequate scope for your talents and ambitions? Is it interested in your language-man-

agement development? Will it treat

you as an individual and match your abilities with the most challenging assignments?"

For his part, Lee feels IBM has met this test. Since 1955, he has seen new plants open, dozens of new prod-

ucts evolve, hundreds of new man-

agement positions created. Greater authority, responsibility and reward have come his way. And he knows they will continue, for IBM sales

IBM hopes that this message will help to give you some idea of what it's like to work in Manufacturing Engineering at IBM. There are equal opportunities for E.E.'s, M.C.'s, physicists, math-miti-

stues and liberal arts majors in IBM's many divisions: Research, Production Wa-

ter and Technical Services. And if you do decide IBM with be helpful whether you're a new man-

in the IBM family and we'll help you get on your feet." Lee adds--"You can be happy in your new position. Just make sure you know who you are. Meanwhile, our Manager of Engineering Recruitment, Mr. R. K. A. Hine, would be happy to answer your questions. Just give him a call at IBM, Room 6011, 116 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y."

Lee has an "all-life" at IBM. He lives in a "Hollywood" style apartment near the IBM Institute. He's the proud father of two boys, John, 9, and Peter, 7. He also has a "smallest-engineering system!"

Lee enjoys a sports car group, drives an Austin Healy. He sits at Bromley. He is a member of the IBM Field Officers and a local drama workshop. At present, he shares an apartment with two other engineers and a "medium-size" pet, but plans to marry "the girl next door" this summer. He has an interest in HB 3, in the near very future. In his new connection, Lee is an active member of the company's Bowling League. He has been a member for two years, and is "very proud of his teammates." He says of the game and people, "I've never been in a game where I didn't feel the players were playing as a team."

The officials did an outstanding job in keeping the game going smoothly, and in separating pile-ups of players, especially when the ball was not in the vicinity.

The participators were ready to re-

turn on the game, and their words followed the generally humorous natu-

re of the entire event. Captain "Skippy" Stocker gave a detailed formula for random selections on the court, the result of which was "I'm mighty sore!"

Placement director Joe Jefferson ex-

pressed general student body senti-

ment with his exclamation "Damn those players!" "Siberian murder" was the quip of Course II's Fred McGarry. The fine sportsmanship and good nature of the contest was emphasized by Ann. Director of Admissions, Gene Chaisemont. The "smell," Dr. Steen-

ton was quoted as saying that the event will be an "outstanding occasion" and "a huge success which did lots of good for the student players, Rugby's Professor $raven, said "I hope that this is the beginning of something big for IBM, and that I didn't get killed by the science and humanity juggernaut."

Lee was continuously in favor of making the game an annual event, while his roommate was cheering for the two quintets next season, or as Joe Jefferson suggested, the pol-

kickers.

The second game proved a real sur-

prise. A spirited team of all-star intra-

college players managed to square past the varsity team by one point to a very hard fought match. Coach Reiley Waldhues, who man-

aged the Intramural All-Stars for the game employed the two platoon sys-

tem to take maximum advantage of his bench strength, and to ensure that he had a fresh quintet in operation most of the game.

High scorer in the contest was Marty Goldstein with ten points, while the trio for the all-stars were Dick Brandt of Baker House, who had 15 points, three jumpers and a foul for seven points.

Box score

\(\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Team} & \text{FG} & \text{FT} & \text{Pt} \\
\hline
\text{All-Stars} & 10 & 1 & 21 \\
\text{Ivy} & 11 & 1 & 20 \\
\hline
\end{array}\)